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The Challenge
Quality Control is an integral part of
documentation process of all regulatory
and scientific documents. Clinical trial
information needs to be thoroughly
checked for data consistency, accuracy,
and presentation, prior to regulatory
submission. Historically, such checks
have required multiple time-consuming
manual review cycles.
Industry needs an automated platform
to tackle this concern which saves effort
and time of medical writers and deliver
the error-free quality documentation.
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Addressing the Challenge
DocQC is an integrated solution to support document quality control (QC) checks for Life Sciences organization. Considering the pain areas of
a medical writer during the QC of a document, most of the checks have been automated using cutting-edge technologies (that include AI/ML/NLP techniques), within DocQC.
DocQC allows real-time automated execution of checks on all kind of documents with its User-friendly interface. DocQC also generate QC
reports and performance metrics reports to track quality of all documents and processes across QC phases.

Outcome
DocQC offers one stop automated solution/tool for QC checks supporting all types of documents. DocQC increases the efficiency, effectiveness and time saving of your QC process with each iteration while reviewing the documents.
DocQC enables medical writers to maintain their focus on the science, analyses, and presentation of results, while the tool will help in
ensuring the accuracy, consistency, and integrity of the documents to ensure that the documents are submission-ready deliverables.
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Apart from the Plug and Play offerings
tps:/geninvo.com/our-products/docqc/
of our premium product htDocQC™,
we also provide Automation
of Data
https:/ www.geninvo.com/data-conversi
on/
Conversion
for
CROs
and
Pharmaceutical
ht ps:/www.geninvo.com/data-conversion/
Companies to avail Data and Document
Anonymization services.
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